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ABSTRACT - Multiphase i.e. more than three-phase electric power electric drive system has been the focus of a significant
research since the last decade. Multiphase power transmission system has also been discussed in the following literature
as multiphase transformers are needed at the input of rectifiers. The number of phases investigated is a multiple of three
in the multiphase power transmission and multiphase rectifier systems. The variable speed multiphase drive system
considered in this paper are mostly of five, seven, nine, eleven, twelve, and fifteen phases. Power electronic converters are
used for supply for such multiphase drive systems. This paper proposes a technique to obtain seven-phase output from
three-phase supply system using special transformer connections. Thus, with the proposed technique, a pure seven-phase
sine-wave voltage/current is obtained, which can be used for motor testing purposes. In this paper generation of seven
phase sine wave voltage and current is discussed using multi winding transformer to step up and a PI controller to reduce
the noises and errors in the converted signal. A seven-phase power transmission and rectifier system may get the benefits
from the proposed connection scheme.
KEYWORDS- Transformer, multiphase drive systems, multiphase system, multiphase transmission, three-to-seven phase,
PI
Controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
The applicability of multiphase systems has been explored in electric power generation, transmission, and utilization. The
six-phase transmission systems were researched due to rising cost of way for transmission corridors, environmental
issues, and various strict licensing laws. Six-phase transmission lines provide the same power capacity with a lower line
voltage and smaller towers as compared to a standard double circuit three-phase line. The dimension of the six-phase
smaller towers leads to the reduction of both the magnetic fields and electromagnetic interference. The research on
multiphase generators has been started recently. This work on multiphase power generation detects an asymmetrical sixphase i.e. two set of stator windings with 30◦ phase displacement. Induction generator configuration is used in renewable
energy systems is detected. The research on multiphase drive systems has been developed due to advancement in semiconductor devices and digital signal processor technologies. Detailed reviews on the multiphase drive research are
presented in the papers [15] [18] and [36]. It is to be emphasized that ac to dc and dc to ac converters supply the
multiphase motors. Thus, the focus of the current research on multiphase electric drives is mainly restricted to the
modeling and controlling of the power converters and has been discussed on papers [19],[24], [32], [33], [37] and [39].
The static transformation system to change the phase number from three-to-n-phase where n > 3 and odd is seen. The
paper [25] presents a new type of transformer, which is three-to-five-phase system. In papers [41] and [42], a solution for
three-to-five-phase conversion is presented. The paper [41] discusses the seven-phase system only. In this approach the
phase angle between two consecutive phases is not an integer number is shown.
Multiphase, especially 6 and 12 phase, systems are the systems which are found to produce less amplitude of ripples
with higher frequency in ac to dc rectifier system [31]. Thus, 6 and 12 phase transformers are designed for multi pulse
rectifier system. Recently, on 24 and 36 phase transformer systems were proposed for supplying a multi pulse rectifier
system, which has been discussed in paper [26]. The 6, 12, or 24 phase system is selected for the reason that these
numbers are multiples of three and designing such system is simple and easy. However, on increasing the number of
phases complicates the system. No such designing is done for odd number of phases such as 7, 11, etc.
The usual way for analysis is to test the designed motor for a number of operating conditions with pure sinusoidal supply
[30]. No-load test, blocked rotor, and load tests are performed on a motor to determine the parameters required. Although
the supply used for multiphase motor drives obtained from multi-phase inverters could have more current ripples, there
are methods available to lower the current distortion below 1%, based on application and requirement, which is discussed
in paper [23]. The machine parameters obtained by applying PWM inverter may not provide the correct value. Thus, a
pure sinusoidal supply system is needed to feed the motor for better analysis. So this paper proposes a special transformer
connection scheme to obtain a balanced three-to-seven-phase supply with the sinusoidal waveforms. The application
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areas of the proposed transformer are the electric power transmission system, power electronic converters which are ac
to dc and ac to ac, and the multiphase electric drive system.
The fixed three-phase voltage and fixed frequency in the grid power supply can be transformed to fixed voltage and fixed
frequency seven-phase output supply. And the output magnitude may be made variable by inserting a three-phase
autotransformer at the input side.
Since input is a three-phase system the windings are connected in usual manner and have not been discussed in this paper.
The output or the secondary side star connection is discussed below in the following sections. The heptagon output
connection may be derived following a similar approach so, only star output connection is discussed in the following
section and other connections are omitted.
II. WINDING ARRANGEMENT FOR SEVEN-PHASE STAR OUTPUT
Three separate iron cores are designed, each of them are carrying one primary and four secondary coils, except in one core
where five secondary coils are wounded. Six terminals of primary windings are connected in an appropriate manner
resulting in star and/or delta connections, and the 26 terminals of secondary windings are connected in a different fashion
resulting in a star or heptagon output. The connection scheme of secondary windings to obtain star output is illustrated in
figures (1) and (2) below and the corresponding phasor diagram is illustrated in the figure (3) below. The construction of
output phases with requisite phase angles of 360/7 = 51.43 ◦ between each phase is obtained using the appropriate turn
ratios and the corresponding phasor equation is illustrated in equation (1c) below. The turn ratios are different in each
phase as shown in the figure (1). The choice of turn ratio decides the requisite phase displacement in the output phases.
The turn ratios between different phases are given in Table I.
The input phases are designated with letters “X,” “Y,” and “Z” and the output are designated with letters “a,” “b,” “c,” “d,”
“e,” “f,” and “g” respectively. The mathematical basis for this connection is the addition of the real and imaginary parts of
the vectors. For example, the solution for (1a) gives the turn ratio of phase “b,” where Vb is taken as unity.

Figure 2.1. Proposed transformer winding connection (star)

Figure 2.2. Proposed transformer winding arrangements (star-star)
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Figure 2.3. Phasor diagram of the proposed transformer connection (star-star)
Table 1: Turn ratio secondary turns (N2) to primary turns (N1)

On equating real and imaginary parts and solving for Vx and Vz, we get

Thus, by summing the voltages of two different coils, one output phase is created. It is important to note that the phase “a”
output is generated from only one coil namely “a3a4” whereas in contrast to other phases which utilizes two coils. Thus,
the voltage rating of “a3a4” coil should be kept at the rated phase voltage to obtain balanced and equal voltages.

Where the three-phase voltages (line-to-neutral) are deﬁned as below
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Using (1c), a seven-phase output can be created from a three phase input supply. A general expression for an “n” phase
system is derived and shown in (4)

where r = phase number = 1,2,3,.....,n;

where n = number of phases in the system

Since a transformer works as a two-port network, the reverse connection is also possible, i.e., if a seven-phase supply is
given at the input the output can be three phase can also be obtained. This is important if electric power is generated using
a seven-phase alternator and the supply to the grid is given as three phase. To obtain three-phase outputs from a sevenphase input supply, following relations hold good

Fig.4. General Phasor diagram for three-phase system from “n” phase system
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III. METHODOLOGY

Figure 3.1: Blocks used in Simulink for three phase to seven phase power conversion using PI controller and transformer
The above figure shows the blocks used for the conversion in MATLAB Simulink. Three phase supply is converted to seven
phase output supply by using multi winding transformer. This multi winding transformer works as a step up transformer
for conversion of three phase to seven phase. The converted signal then goes to the Proportional Integral (P.I.) control
loop where it gets multiplied by the proportional and integral constants.
The output of the P.I. control is a power value with reduced noises and error. To measure the voltage and current the
measuring blocks are used respectively with a RLC load branch connected in series.
IV. RESULT
Following are the seven phase results obtained after the conversion:

Figure 4.1: Seven Phase Voltage Signals

Figure 4.2: Seven Phase Current Signals
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Figure 4.3: Power Output of the PI Controller
FFT Analysis:

Figure 4.4: Input Signal for FFT Analysis

Figure 4.5: Fundamental Frequencies
Hysteresis:

Figure 4.6: Hysteresis curve with parameters
V. CONCLUSION
The fixed three-phase voltage and fixed frequency in the grid power supply is transformed to fixed voltage and fixed
frequency seven-phase output supply. This paper proposes a transformer connection scheme to obtain a balanced threeto-seven-phase supply. A three phase transformer input is converted to seven phase output to drive different loads.
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